
                                                                              Date: February 18, 2021 
 

 

To  

The Manager 

BSE Limited,  

P.J. Towers,  

Dalal Street,  

Mumbai – 400001  

 

       Subject: Alliance with Pfizer Limited for Vaccine awareness and teleconsultation on DocExa Platform.  

 

Reference: Regulation 30 read with Schedule III of (Listing Obligations and Disclosure                  

Requirements) Regulations, 2015. 

 

       Scrip Code: 540654 

 

        Sir/Madam,  

 

Pursuant to Regulation 30 and Schedule III of SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) 

Regulations, 2015, we are enclosing our alliance with Pfizer Limited for integrating downstream 

function of providing further value-added service in the field of Doctor e-consultation facilitation tab. 

 

Kindly take note of the same.  

 

 

FOR GLOBALSPACE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED  

 

 

________________________  

SWATI ARORA  

Company Secretary & Compliance Officer  
Memb No.: A44529  

 

Enclosed: Press Release  
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GlobalSpace Technologies announces alliance with Pfizer Limited for Vaccine awareness and 

teleconsultation on DocExa Platform 
 

Mumbai, February  18, 2021: GlobalSpace Technologies Limited is delighted to announce its strategic partnership with 
Pfizer, a leading pharmaceutical company for integrating downstream function of providing further value-
added service in the field of Doctor e-consultation facilitation Tab. 

Under this agreement, GlobalSpace group would leverage its Makebot platform for vaccine awareness and 
DocExa platform for consultation by specialists. As a unique value proposition, Globalspace is also setting 
up a Virtual Adult Vaccine consultation clinics on Docexa platform. This is one of its kind initiative done in 
the underserved adult vaccination segment. This platform would also provide a customized booking under 
Doctor e-consultation Tab which will also be hosted on Pfizer’s consumer microsite. This Tab will be 
redirected to an e-consultation page of GlobalSpace which will display relevant doctors who are adult 
vaccinators (HCPs present on DocExa platform). For this, GlobalSpace will ensure the accuracy of the Data. 
Pfizer being engaged in the business inter alia of developing, manufacturing and marketing pharmaceutical 
and consumer healthcare products will help GlobalSpace in expanding its market reach.  

 

 

 

This will be a value added component on our current platform where it will further facilitate patients to 
register themselves for vaccine and DocExa will assign them to nearby authorized doctor. Being an  



 
 

integrated platform, it will directly bring Pfizer’s vaccine to the patient through a registered Doctor on a 
single DocExa platform.   The alliance would be a win-win for both DocExa and Pfizer as it would be one of 
its kind in taking Healthcare especially vaccination program on a technology platform. 

 

Commenting on the new partnership agreement, Mr. Krishna Singh, Founder & CMD said, ‘We are glad to announce 
this strategic alliance with Pfizer,. Currently, this partnership is for one vaccine; however, it could be further extended 
through all the vaccines which Pfizer has in its portfolio and expected to launch new ones in future. We are very 
confident about this new initiative. This contract is non-exclusive for DocExa. This is the major breakthrough for our 
company as we can enter into more and more such kind of partnership with other pharmaceutical companies 
going forward. This is likely to give  us significant growth impetus. Moreover, this will enhance our market reach as the 
Pfizer being a leading pharmaceutical company will help us in getting a greater number of patients and 
Doctors on our platform.’ 

 

About GlobalSpace Technologies Limited: 

GlobalSpace Technologies is a Digital, Mobility, Analytics, AI & Cloud technology Company providing integrated 
Healthtech platforms to major stakeholders of Healthcare domain. GSTL’s software product platforms and solutions 
enable large and medium enterprises embrace mobility & digital technology for their business enhancement. In addition 
to Pharma, GlobalSpace has been pioneer in creating solutions for Doctors & Channel to create a 360-degree digital 
healthcare ecosystem.  

Apart from Health Tech, Globalspace is doing some path breaking innovation in Edutech industry with its subsidiary 
Makebot. Makebot is already India’s leading STEAM education platform with more than 1200 School using its platform 
to impart STEAM learning to its students.  

About MakebotRobotic Solutions Private Limited: 

Makebot, founded in 2018, is a leading STEAM Education provider using coding on robotics, AI and machine learning and 

offers STEAM certification programs & International Olympiad for students through its online platform. Makebot STEAM 

programs are designed to induct 21st century skills in students with heathy competition-based learning methodology 

and through edutainment. So far, Makebot has over 1,45,000 students and 1200+ schools subscribed to its online 

certification program on STEAM and the numbers are growing exponentially especially after Post-COVID and launch of 

new education policy to incorporate STEAM and coding in curriculum. 

 

Reference websites  

www.docexa.com 

www.makebot.in 

www.globalspace.in 

For further Information kindly get in touch at:  

info@globalspace.in 
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